Hospital Sim Center
for Learning & Testing

Our expert team and high-specification simulation center enhance your clinical or research protocols.

Supporting Your Design & User Research

Test your medical devices and equipment with your audience in a simulated environment.

- Gain greater understanding from your audience in a realistic environment
- Minimize study artifacts to keep budget and testing timeline on track
- Enhance the accuracy of the study to support safety and efficacy claims

Supporting Your Hospital Learning

Leverage our simulation center for any hospital training need.

- Create real-life medical scenarios for in-person learning
- Produce training videos to amplify your hospital experiences
- Access a range of standardized patients to enrich your training

World-Class Testing & Learning Space

Located at Schlesinger Chicago, our Sim Center is optimized for your success.

- Hospital-grade equipment
- Observation room with one-way mirror
- Private client lounge
- Breakout rooms
- Multiple-view cameras
- On-demand access to recordings
- Contemporary design
- Dedicated client services team

Can’t travel? We can live-stream your study.

Respondent Sourcing

Our deeply profiled panel includes a range of healthcare providers; including, physicians, nurses, and specialists to support your testing requirements.

Want to learn more?

Clinical@SchlesingerGroup.com
Introducing Our Chicago Sim Center

Our testing and learning environment is optimized for comfort and flexibility and designed to help you gain answers to your important questions.

Opening Fall 2021

Fully equipped to support real-life scenarios

- New Vantage Med Surg Tutor Bed
- Bedside Cabinet with Drawers
- Automatic Overbed Table
- 30" Simulated Horizontal Mirage Surface Mount Headwall
- Welch Allyn Green Series 777 Integrated Wall Diagnostic System
- SimVS Vitals Cart on Wheeled Stand
- Loaded 6 Drawer Emergency Crash Cart
- 6 Drawer Steel Crash Cart
- Functional Sink
- Manekins
- Simulated Blood Bags
- DiaMedical USA Heavy Base Pro IV Stand
- Outpatient II Floor Stand 120V Procedure Light
- Privacy Curtains

Schlesinger Chicago
625 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 2600
Chicago, IL 60611
Clinical@SchlesingerGroup.com
SchlesingerClinical.com